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1  | INTRODUC TION

Understanding the relative role that sexual selection plays in 
the evolution of traits is critical to understanding biodiversity 
(Edward & Chapman, 2011; Fromhage & Jennions, 2016; Harrison 
et al., 2015; Kokko & Rankin, 2006; Liker et al., 2013, 2015; Liker 
& Székely, 2005; Lumley et al., 2015; Servedio & Boughman, 2017; 
Tobias et al., 2012; Wagner et al., 2012) and requires knowledge 
of the conditions under which sexual selection will be more or less 
important relative to other factors in determining the total selec-
tion on traits. For example, sexual selection and natural selec-
tion often interact to influence mating and reproductive success, 

selective regimes, and trait evolution and can vary in their relative 
importance (Cornwallis & Uller, 2010; House et al., 2013; Mann & 
Seehausen, 2011). In addition to natural selection, chance plays a 
critical but underappreciated role in determining mating success 
(Gowaty & Hubbell, 2005, 2009, 2013; Hubbell & Johnson, 1987; 
Jennions et al., 2012; Sousa & Westneat, 2013; Sutherland, 1985, 
1987) and can affect when sexual selection will be relatively strong 
versus weak. In some cases, the effect of chance on mating success 
is obvious. For example, if, by chance, a given environment makes 
mate assessment relatively difficult, sexual selection on a pre-
ferred trait would be relatively weak compared to an environment 
that allows for easy mate assessment. In such a simplistic case, the 
effect of chance on sexual selection is relatively straightforward: 
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Abstract
Chance plays a critical but underappreciated role in determining mating success. In 
many cases, we tend to think of chance as background noise that can be ignored in 
studies of mating dynamics. When the influence of chance is consistent across con-
texts, chance can be thought of as background noise; in other cases, however, the im-
pact of chance on mating success can influence our understanding of how mates are 
acquired and how sexual selection operates. In particular, when the importance of 
chance covaries with biological or ecological factors in a systematic manner— that is, 
when chance becomes consistently more or less important under certain conditions— 
then chance is important to consider if we want to fully understand the operation of 
mate acquisition and sexual selection. Here, we present a model that explores how 
chance covaries with factors such as sex ratio, adult population size, and mating re-
gime in determining variation in mating success. We find that in some cases, chance 
covaries with adult population size and the operational sex ratio to create variation in 
mating success. We discuss how chance can influence our more general understand-
ing of the operation of mating dynamics and sexual selection.
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We would expect chance to decrease the strength of sexual se-
lection because trait values will determine relatively less varia-
tion in mating success than a scenario in which mate assessment 
is relatively easy. In other cases, however, the effect of chance 
on mating success is less intuitive, particularly when the effect of 
chance varies systematically with other factors, such as sex ratio. 
In such cases, it becomes difficult to predict a priori how various 
factors, such as sex ratio, will influence sexual selection (Jennions 
et al., 2012).

Some previous research has noted the importance that chance 
events can have in determining mating success. For example, studies 
have found no evidence of mate preference or sexual selection in 
rats (Rattus norvegicus) (Le Moëne & Snoeren, 2018) and red- winged 
blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus) (Westneat, 2006) under some con-
ditions, suggesting a potential role for chance in determining mat-
ing success. Likewise, other researchers have highlighted the role 
that random factors play in determining mating success (Gowaty & 
Hubbell, 2005, 2009; Gowaty et al., 2012; Hubbell & Johnson, 1987; 
Snyder & Gowaty, 2007; Sutherland, 1987; Tang- Martinez & 
Ryder, 2005). For example, Kokko and Mappes illustrated that 
chance events influencing mating encounters can affect mating dy-
namics (Kokko & Mappes, 2013), and Sutherland (Sutherland, 1985) 
and Hubbell and Johnson (Hubbell & Johnson, 1987) noted that 
even when there is evidence of sexual selection, chance can still 
lead to variation in mating success that is not attributable to sex-
ual selection. Some studies have even suggested that the sex dif-
ferences in variance in mating success observed in Bateman's 
classic study (Bateman, 1948) can be explained by random mating 
rather than male– male competition (Gowaty et al., 2012, 2013; 
Sutherland, 1985).

Consistent sex roles cannot be caused by chance alone, and there 
is substantial evidence for nonrandom mating patterns across ani-
mals (Schärer et al., 2012) (but see (Ah- King, 2013; Kokko et al., 2013) 
for further discussion). However, chance clearly influences mating 
dynamics. Despite its potential importance in understanding the op-
eration of mate acquisition, chance is typically ignored in most stud-
ies of sexual selection and treated as if it is simply “noise.” The few 
studies that focus on chance typically do not focus on covariation 
between chance and other factors of interest. As a result, incredi-
bly little is known about how and when chance affects sexual selec-
tion, and more importantly, how any effects of chance covary with 
other factors of biological interest (e.g., parental investment, den-
sity, population size, mate sampling strategies) in determining mating 
success. When the importance of chance covaries with biologically 
relevant factors in a systematic manner, chance becomes more than 
simply background noise; that is, if chance predictably varies with 
factors such as sex ratio and mate sampling regime, understanding 
the influence of chance on mating success across various scenarios 
is key to understanding the relative role of sexual selection in evolu-
tionary dynamics. Indeed, understanding when chance covaries with 
biological factors of interest is essential for predicting the conditions 
under which we would expect sexual selection to be relatively more 
or less important in shaping evolution.

In the present study, we used a mathematical framework to 
begin to quantify the relative contribution of chance versus sexual 
selection to variation in mating success across biological scenarios 
of interest. We focus on a basic source of chance in our study: the 
chance that arises due to the fact that mate numbers must be inte-
gers (i.e., the chance mating success that arises because you cannot 
have a fraction of a mate; Figure 1). Even when sexual selection is 
strong and certain males are able to monopolize many female mates 
because of their traits, chance variation in mating success is inevita-
ble because the number of mates per individual is a discrete number 
and this alone creates chance variation in mating success (Figure 1; 
(Jennions et al., 2012)). Previous work suggests that the fact that 
mating success must be a discrete number affects how sexual selec-
tion covaries with the operational sex ratio (i.e., the ratio of males to 
females that are prepared to mate at a given time and location in a 
population, OSR) in some cases (Jennions et al., 2012). Specifically, 
as the number of potential mates per individual decreases (i.e., as the 
OSR becomes more biased), variation in mating success increases, 
but the strength of sexual selection remains constant because the 
effect of chance on mating success increases when there are fewer 

F I G U R E  1   Chance variation in mating success occurs due to the 
fact that mate numbers must be an integer. There is often chance 
variation in mating success due to the fact that mate number 
must be an integer. Here, we depict a population of five males 
(represented as circles) and five females (represented as triangles) 
in which two of the males have a sexually selected trait that allows 
them to acquire mates (represented as stripes). This trait could 
be preferred in mate choice or give males an advantage in male– 
male competition. We assume that males can mate multiply, but 
females can mate only once. If mating was purely deterministic 
and two males had the preferred trait, each of the two males 
with the preferred trait would have a mating success of 2.5. In 
such a case, the strength of sexual selection (i.e., the selection 
differential) would be 0.6 and the opportunity for sexual selection, 
a standardized measure of the variation in mating success, would 
be 1.5. However, because mate number must be an integer, there is 
stochasticity in mating. If we account for the fact that mate number 
must be an integer, one of the males with the preferred trait will 
have a mating success of 3, whereas the other male will have a 
mating success of 2. In such a stochastic scenario, the selection 
differential remains 0.6, but the opportunity for sexual selection is 
now 1.6. In this stochastic case, the variation in mating success has 
increased because there is now variation in mating success among 
trait- bearing males. This variation in mating success among males 
that have the preferred trait in this scenario is due to chance
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potential mates per individual. In other words, the effect of chance 
varies systematically with potential mating success and with OSR 
(Jennions et al., 2012). How the effect of chance covaries with other 
factors of interest, and whether chance and OSR always covary, 
remains unknown. Here, we explore the relative contributions of 
chance and sexual selection to variation in mating success across 
scenarios that vary in mating dynamics. In doing so, we generate a 
priori predictions of the expected strength of sexual selection ver-
sus one source of chance (i.e., the chance that occurs because mate 
numbers must be an integer) across biological scenarios of interest.

2  | METHODS

2.1 | Model scenarios

We used a numerical model to illustrate the relationship between 
chance, mating success, and sexual selection. For simplicity, we as-
sumed that sexual selection acts on a male trait and that males ei-
ther have or do not have the preferred trait (i.e., the trait is binary). 
Such a trait could be thought of as a trait that is preferred in mate 
choice, a trait that allows males to access or monopolize females, 
or a trait that allows males to detect and locate females better than 
males who lack the trait (see, e.g., (Jennions et al., 2012)). We as-
sume that the trait is selected for and that males must have the trait 
to be successful in mate acquisition. Males can mate multiply in the 
model, whereas females mate only once during a given reproductive 

episode, and as such, we focus on variation in male mating success 
and male sexual selection.

To begin to understand how chance can impact mating dynamics 
and sexual selection, we asked whether chance covaries with OSR 
and/or adult population size to influence mating success; that is, we 
asked whether OSR and/or adult population size affect the condi-
tions under which chance will be relatively more or less important in 
determining mating success. We focused on OSR and adult popula-
tion size because these two factors are thought to impact patterns 
of sexual selection across species (Emlen & Oring, 1977; Kokko & 
Rankin, 2006). Variation in OSR can be due to variation in the abun-
dance of one sex and/or variation in the relative abundance of both 
sexes. As such, we varied OSR in two ways: In the model, OSR varied 
because 1) the absolute number of females present in the mating 
pool varied (Scenario 1) and 2) the relative number of males and fe-
males in the mating pool varied (Scenario 2). For both scenarios, we 
then considered two levels of adult population size, that is, small and 
large adult population sizes (Table 1). As mentioned previously, we 
assumed that males either have or lack a trait that is sexually se-
lected. Because the abundance and relative distribution of preferred 
traits can vary substantially in nature, for each of the above scenar-
ios, we considered cases in which (a) half, (b) three, or (c) two of all 
adult males had the preferred trait. Details of all model parameters 
are provided in Table 1. The specific OSR and adult population sizes 
considered were chosen to allow us to explore a range of biologically 
realistic OSRs and adult population sizes.

TA B L E  1   Model Overview. To explore whether the operational sex ratio (OSR) and adult population size covary with chance to influence 
mating success, we considered three mating scenarios in which male and/or female numbers vary. For each scenario, we considered cases in 
which (i) 1/2 of all males have the preferred trait, (ii) 3 males have the preferred trait, or (iii) 2 males have the preferred trait. In the following 
table, we describe each scenario and the model parameters (male and female numbers, OSR, adult population size) considered. Additional 
model dynamics are as described in the text

Model scenario: Model details:

Scenario 1: Variation in female numbers leads to changes in OSR when 
adult population size is (a) small versus (b) large when ½ of all males, 3 
males, or 2 males have the preferred trait

(a) Small Adult Population Size (14– 34 adults): We consider an 
unbiased OSR (12:12 males:females, 24 adults), five male- biased OSRs 
(males:females & adult population size = 12:2 & 14 adults, 12:4 & 16 
adults, 12:6 & 18 adults, 12:8 & 20 adults, 12:10 & 22 adults), and five 
female- biased OSRs (males:females & adult population size = 12:14 
& 26 adults, 12:16 & 28 adults:, 12:18 & 30 adults, 12:20 & 32 adults, 
12:22 & 34 adults)

(b) Large Adult Population Size (28– 68 adults): We consider an 
unbiased (24:24 males:females, 48 adults) OSR, five male- biased 
OSRs (males:females & adult population size = 24:4 & 28 adults, 24:8 
& 32 adults, 24:12 & 36 adults, 24:16 & 40 adults, 24:20 & 44 adults), 
and five female- biased OSRs (males:females & adult population 
size = 24:28 & 52 adults, 24:32 & 56 adults, 24:36 & 60 adults, 24:40 
& 64 adults, 24:44 & 68 adults)

Scenario 2: Variation in relative adult numbers leads to changes in OSR 
when adult population size is (a) small versus (b) large when ½ of all 
males, 3 males, or 2 males have the preferred trait

(a) Small Adult Population Size (24 adults): We consider an unbiased 
OSR (12:12 males:females), five male- biased OSRs (22:2, 20:4, 18:6, 
16:8, 14:10 males:females), and five female- biased OSRs (10:14, 8:16, 
6:18, 4:20, 2:22 males:females)

(b) Large Adult Population Size (48 adults): We consider an unbiased 
OSR (24:24 males:females), five male- biased OSRs (44:4, 40:8, 36:12, 
32:16, 28:20 males:females), and five female- biased OSRs (20:28, 
16:32, 12:36, 8:40, 4:44 males:females)
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2.2 | Calculation of mating success

For each of the above cases (see also Table 1), mating success was 
calculated in two ways: (a) deterministically, such that having the 
preferred trait was directly proportional to mating success and 
mate numbers were not limited to an integer (“no chance” sce-
nario); and (b) stochastically, such that having the preferred trait 
was required for mating and therefore correlated with mating 
success, but mate number was restricted to an integer (“chance” 
scenario) (Figure 1). In doing so, we explored the effect of a sim-
ple source of stochasticity— the fact that mate number must be an 
integer— on mating success. For each scenario in the model, only 
males with the preferred trait could receive one or more female 
mates. Female mates were equitably assigned among the males 
who had the preferred trait in the deterministic scenario (see also 
Figure 1 for an example of deterministic mate assignment). As 
such, mating success in the deterministic scenario was calculated 
as follows:

where M+ is the mating success of each trait- bearing male in the pop-
ulation, N+ is the total number of trait- bearing males in the population, 
F is the number of females in the population, and M− is the mating suc-
cess of each non- trait- bearing male in the population.

In the stochastic scenario, female mates were assigned as eq-
uitably as possible among males with the preferred trait while re-
stricting mating success to an integer value (see also Figure 1 for an 
example of stochastic mate assignment in which mating success is 
restricted to integer values). As such, when the number of females 
was evenly divisible among the number of males with the preferred 
trait, mating success of trait- bearing males was calculated following 
Equation 1. When the number of females was not evenly divisible 
among the number of males with the preferred trait, Equation 1 
could not be used, as it would lead to noninteger values of mating 
success. Instead, mating success for trait- bearing males was calcu-
lated such that the total mating success of all trait- bearing males in 
the population summed to F. Specifically, in all cases, all males with 
the preferred trait had an equal likelihood of receiving one or more 
female mates, but mating success for each male was restricted to 
an integer. For example, if there were five males with the preferred 
trait and two female mates, two males with the preferred trait were 
each assigned a mating success of one and the remaining three males 
were assigned a mating success of zero due to the lack of additional 
female mates. Likewise, if there were two males with the preferred 
trait and five female mates, one of the males was assigned a mating 
success of two and the other male was assigned a mating success 
of three. Since all males with the preferred trait were assumed to 
have an equal likelihood of receiving a mate, the variation in mating 
success among males with the preferred trait resulted from mating 
success being restricted to integer values in the stochastic cases. 

In the stochastic scenario, the mating success of non- trait- bearing 
males was zero (Equation 2).

2.3 | Calculation of the strength of sexual 
selection, the opportunity for sexual selection, and 
variation in mating success due to chance

After assigning mates to males in each of the scenarios consid-
ered (Table 1) for both the deterministic and stochastic scenarios, 
we then calculated (a) the selection differential with respect to the 
preferred trait (s), which quantifies the strength of sexual selection 
on the phenotypic trait (Jones, 2009); and (b) the opportunity for 
sexual selection (Is), which is a standardized measure of variance in 
mating success in a population (Jones, 2009). The selection differen-
tial is directly proportional to the response to sexual selection that 
would be expected if (a) there is heritable variation associated with 
the trait and (b) mating success is correlated with reproductive suc-
cess. Specifically, the selection differential was calculated for each 
scenario as follows:

where male trait value is the trait value (0 or 1) of each male and rela-
tive mating success is the relative mating success of each male in a pop-
ulation (i.e., the mating success of each male in the population divided 
by the mean male mating success in that population, (Jones, 2009)). 
In each scenario, and for the deterministic and stochastic cases, the 
opportunity for sexual selection was calculated as follows:

where VM is the variation in male mating success and M is mean male 
mating success within a population. Given that the opportunity for 
sexual selection is a standardized measure of variance in mating suc-
cess, the variation in mating success that was due to chance was then 
quantified as the difference in the opportunity for sexual selection as-
sociated with the stochastic scenario and the opportunity for sexual 
selection associated with the deterministic scenario, such that:

This measure allowed us to determine how much variation in 
mating success is caused by chance for each mating situation; that 
is, the variation in mating success due to chance quantifies the vari-
ation in mating success that, in our model, stems from the fact that 
mate number is an integer under the stochastic scenarios.

For each scenario (scenarios 1– 2), and at each adult population size 
and under each selection regime (Table 1), we then examined the rela-
tionship between the strength of sexual selection and the opportunity 
for sexual selection and the variation due to chance across OSRs and at 
both adult population sizes (Figures 2– 7). This allowed us to (a) identify 
the conditions under which adult population size, OSR, and selection 

(1)M+ = N+∕F

(2)M− = 0 (3)s = cov (male trait value, relativemating success)

(4)Is = VM ∕M2

(5)Variance inmating success due to chance = Is(Stochastic) − Is(deterministic)
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regime affected the proportion of variation in mating success that is 
due to chance; and (b) explore the relative contribution of sexual se-
lection versus chance in determining mating success across scenarios.

Based on previous research (Jennions et al., 2012), we expected 
that the effect of chance on mating success would covary with OSR. 

Additionally, we expected that chance would be relatively less im-
portant in determining mating success when sexual selection was 
relatively strong, which is expected to occur when relatively few 
males monopolize female mates. However, we had no a priori pre-
dictions of whether the effect of chance on sexual selection would 

F I G U R E  2   The operational sex ratio (OSR) and adult population size change as the number of females available to mate varies when half 
of all males present have the preferred trait. When mating is deterministic at (a) small and (b) large adult population sizes, the opportunity for 
sexual selection and the selection differential are invariant across OSRs. When mating is stochastic at (c) small and (d) large adult population 
sizes, the opportunity for sexual selection increases as OSR increases, but the selection differential remains constant across OSRs. Because 
the selection differential remains constant even as variation in mating success increases under the stochastic scenario, the magnitude of the 
variation in mating success that is due to chance increases as OSR increases at both (e) small and (f) large adult population sizes. Note: The 
x- axis is presented as log2(OSR) to make low- OSR data points visible

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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covary with adult population size or whether adult population size, 
OSR, and/or the number of trait- bearing males might interact to 
influence the effect of chance on mating success. Sexual selection 
will be strongest when one or a few males monopolize female mates 

because of their trait value. Thus, we hypothesized that the strength 
of sexual selection (i.e., the selection differential) would, on average, 
be greatest when the number of trait- bearing males was relatively 
small.

F I G U R E  3   The operational sex ratio (OSR) and adult population size change as the number of females available to mate varies when 
three males have the preferred trait. When mating is deterministic at (a) small and (b) large adult population sizes, the opportunity for sexual 
selection and the selection differential are invariant across OSRs. When mating is stochastic at (c) small and (d) large adult population sizes, 
the opportunity for sexual selection increases as OSR increases, but the selection differential remains constant across OSRs. Because the 
selection differential remains constant even as variation in mating success increases under the stochastic scenario, the magnitude of the 
variation in mating success that is due to chance increases as OSR increases at both (e) small and (f) large adult population sizes. In addition, 
the proportion of variation in mating success that is due to chance is greater when adult population size is (e) small versus (f) large. Note: The 
x- axis is presented as log2(OSR) to make low- OSR data points visible

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Scenario 1: Variation in female abundance 
creates variation in OSR

In Scenario 1, we considered the case in which OSR varies because 
of differences in the number of females in the mating pool. In this 
case, OSR covaries with adult population size. When half of all 

males have the preferred mating trait, the opportunity for sexual 
selection and the strength of sexual selection remain constant 
across OSRs at small and large adult population sizes when mat-
ing is deterministic (Figure 2a– b). However, if we account for the 
fact that mate number must be an integer (i.e., if mating involves 
some chance), the opportunity for sexual selection increases as 
the OSR increases (i.e., becomes more male- biased)— that is, 
there is greater variation in mating success as OSR becomes more 

F I G U R E  4   The operational sex ratio (OSR) and adult population size change as the number of females available to mate varies when two 
males have the preferred trait. When mating is deterministic at (a) small and (b) large adult population sizes and when mating is stochastic 
at (c) small and (d) large adult population sizes, the opportunity for sexual selection and the selection differential are invariant across OSRs. 
At both (e) small and (f) large adult population sizes, the magnitude of the variation in mating success that is due to chance is zero. Note: The 
x- axis is presented as log2(OSR) to make low- OSR data points visible

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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male- biased— but the strength of sexual selection on the male trait 
remains constant across OSRs at both small and large adult popu-
lation sizes (Figure 2c– d). This pattern is explained by the fact that 
when stochasticity is accounted for, the number of males that re-
main unmated increases as the OSR becomes more male- biased. 
That is, at male- biased OSRs, some trait- bearing males are unable 
to obtain a mate due to chance when mate number is restricted to 
an integer because there are fewer females than there are trait- 
bearing males. This, in turn, creates greater variation in male mat-
ing success at male- biased OSRs, and chance therefore becomes 

relatively more important in determining mating success as the 
OSR becomes more male- biased. Indeed, in this case, the magni-
tude of the variation in mating success that is due to chance in-
creases as OSR becomes more male- biased (Figure 2e– f), and this 
effect of OSR on the amount of variation in mating success that 
is due to chance is the same at small and large adult population 
sizes (Figure 2e– f). Thus, when variation in female number creates 
variation in OSR and half of the males in a population have the pre-
ferred trait, the effect of chance on mating success covaries with 
OSR but not adult population size to determine mating success.

F I G U R E  5   The operational sex ratio (OSR) changes as the relative number of males and females available to mate varies when half of 
all males present have the preferred trait. When mating is deterministic at (a) small and (b) large adult population sizes, the opportunity for 
sexual selection and the selection differential are invariant across OSRs. When mating is stochastic at (c) small and (d) large adult population 
sizes, the opportunity for sexual selection increases as OSR increases, but the selection differential remains constant across OSRs. Because 
the selection differential remains constant even as variation in mating success increases under the stochastic scenario, the magnitude of the 
variation in mating success that is due to chance increases as OSR increases at both (e) small and (f) large adult population sizes. Note: The 
x- axis is presented as log2(OSR) to make low- OSR data points visible

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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When half of the males have the preferred trait in this scenario, 
the selection differential is invariant across OSRs and population 
sizes (s = 0.5 in all cases) (Table 3). If the trait is heritable and mating 
success is correlated with reproductive success, we would expect 
the evolutionary response to sexual selection to be the same across 
OSRs and population sizes in this case. That is, under these condi-
tions, and despite the greater variance in mating success under the 
stochastic scenario, we would not expect OSR or adult population 
size to affect sexual selection.

When (a) OSR varies because of differences in the number of fe-
males in the mating pool and (b) three males have the preferred mating 
trait, the opportunity for sexual selection and the selection differential 
remain constant across OSR levels at small and large adult population 
sizes when mating is deterministic (Figure 3a– b). When mating is sto-
chastic, increases in OSR are associated with increases in the opportu-
nity for sexual selection, but the selection differential remains constant 
across OSRs (Figure 3c– d). As a result, the variation in mating success 
that is due to chance increases as OSR increases (Figure 3e– f). This 

F I G U R E  6   The operational sex ratio (OSR) changes as the relative number of males and females available to mate varies when three 
males have the preferred trait. When mating is deterministic at (a) small and (b) large adult population sizes and when mating is stochastic 
at (c) small and (d) large adult population sizes, the opportunity for sexual selection and the selection differential increase as OSR increases, 
although the magnitude of the increase in the opportunity for sexual selection is greater when mating is stochastic versus deterministic (c 
versus a and d versus b, open circles). The magnitude of the variation in mating success that is due to chance increases as OSR increases 
at both (e) small and (f) large adult population sizes, and the proportion of variation in mating success that is due to chance is greater when 
adult population size is (e) small versus (f) large. Note: The x- axis is presented as log2(OSR) to make low- OSR data points visible

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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qualitative pattern is similar at small and large population sizes, but the 
magnitude of variation that is due to chance is greater when adult pop-
ulation size is small versus large (Figure 3e– f). In this case, adult popula-
tion size influences the variation in mating success that is due to chance 
because when population size is relatively large, a smaller proportion 
of males have the preferred trait and monopolize female mates (and 
hence, selection is greater) relative to the case in which adult population 
size is small (Figure 3a,c versus b,d). In turn, when selection is greater, a 
relatively smaller proportion of the variation in mating success is due to 
chance. In summary, when variation in female number creates variation 
in OSR and three males have the preferred trait, the effect of chance on 
mating success covaries with both OSR and adult population size.

When three males have the preferred trait, the strength of sexual 
selection is greater when population size is large (s = 0.875) versus small 
(s = 0.75) (Table 3). This difference in the strength of sexual selection is 
consistent across OSRs and occurs because (a) a smaller proportion of 
males monopolize female mates and (b) a greater proportion of males re-
main unmated when population size is relatively large versus small. If the 
trait is heritable and mating success correlates with reproductive success, 
we would thus expect the evolutionary response to sexual selection to be 
greater when population size is relatively large. In contrast, sexual selec-
tion and the evolutionary response to sexual selection are expected to be 
the same across OSRs for a given level of population size (small or large) 
under this scenario (Table 3). As such, under these conditions, we would 

F I G U R E  7   The operational sex ratio (OSR) changes as the relative number of males and females available to mate varies when two males 
have the preferred trait. When mating is deterministic at (a) small and (b) large adult population sizes and when mating is stochastic at (c) 
small and (d) large adult population sizes, the opportunity for sexual selection and the selection differential increase as OSR increases. At 
both (e) small and (f) large adult population sizes, the magnitude of the variation in mating success that is due to chance is zero. Note: The 
x- axis is presented as log2(OSR) to make low- OSR data points visible

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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expect adult population size, but not OSR, to influence the strength of 
sexual selection. In addition, the strength of sexual selection is greater 
when three males have the preferred trait in comparison with the previ-
ous case in which half of all males have the preferred trait (s = 0.5 when 
half of all males have the trait). As such, assuming that the trait is heritable 
and mating success is correlated with reproductive success, we would 
expect a greater evolutionary response to sexual selection when three 
males have the preferred trait in comparison with the case in which half 
of all males have the preferred trait (Figure 3 versus 2).

When (a) OSR varies because of differences in the number of fe-
males in the mating pool and (b) two males have the preferred mat-
ing trait and monopolize all female mates, the opportunity for sexual 
selection and the selection differential remain constant across OSR 
levels at small and large adult population sizes when mating is deter-
ministic (Figure 4a– b) and when mating is stochastic (Figure 4c– d). 
In this case, all variation in mating success is due to selection and no 
variation in mating success is due to chance at either small or large 
adult population sizes (Figure 4e– f). Unlike the case above in which 
three males have the preferred trait, in this case, all variation in mat-
ing success is due to selection (and not chance) because female mates 
are evenly divisible among the trait- bearing males in the population. 
This suggests that whether chance variation in mating success nec-
essarily exists in a population will depend on whether female mates 
can be equitably spread among trait- bearing males. When female 
mates cannot be evenly divided among trait- bearing males (as in the 
scenario above in which three males had the preferred trait), some 
chance variation in mating success is inevitable; in contrast, when fe-
male mates are evenly divisible among trait- bearing males (as in the 
scenario in which two males have the preferred trait), chance varia-
tion in mating success that stems from the fact that mating success 
must be an integer will not occur. Importantly, these patterns suggest 
that the number of trait- bearing males and the adult population size 
will interact to determine whether chance variation in mating success 
occurs due to mate numbers being restricted to an integer value.

When two males have the preferred trait, the selection differ-
ential is greater at large (s = 0.917) versus small (s = 0.833) popula-
tion sizes. Within a given population size level (small versus large), 
the selection differential is invariant across OSRs. Thus, under 
these conditions, we would expect population size but not OSR to 
influence the strength of sexual selection (Table 3). As such, if the 
trait is heritable and if mating success is correlated with reproduc-
tive success, we would expect a greater response to sexual selec-
tion at relatively large population sizes. As in the previous case, this 
occurs because a smaller proportion of males have the trait and 
monopolize female mates, and a larger proportion of males remain 
unmated, when population size is relatively large versus small.

3.2 | Scenario 2: OSR changes as relative male and 
female numbers change

In Scenario 2, the OSR changes as the relative number of males 
and females in the mating pool varies. In this case, when half of the 

males have the preferred trait, the opportunity for sexual selec-
tion and the selection differential are constant across OSRs when 
mating is deterministic at both small and large adult population 
sizes (Figure 5a– b). However, when we account for the stochastic-
ity that occurs because mate number must be an integer, the op-
portunity for sexual selection increases as OSR increases, but the 
selection differential remains constant across OSRs at both small 
and large adult population sizes (Figure 5c– d). In this case, the 
magnitude of the variation in mating success that is due to chance 
increases as OSR increases (Figure 5e– f). This effect of OSR on the 
amount of variation in mating success that is due to chance is the 
same at small and large adult population sizes and occurs because 
more trait- bearing males, by chance, remain unmated when there 
are fewer female mates per male in the population. Thus, when 
variation in relative male and female abundance creates variation 
in OSR and half of all males have the preferred trait, the effect of 
chance on mating success covaries with OSR but not adult popula-
tion size.

When half of the males have the preferred trait in this scenario, 
the selection differential is invariant across OSRs and population 
sizes (s = 0.5 in all cases). Under the conditions of this case, we 
would not expect OSR or population size to affect the strength 
of sexual selection. Assuming that the trait is heritable and mat-
ing and reproductive success are correlated, we would expect the 
evolutionary response to sexual selection to be the same across 
OSRs and population sizes under the conditions of this scenario 
(Table 3).

When (a) the OSR changes as the relative number of males and 
females in the mating pool varies and (b) three males have the pre-
ferred trait, the opportunity for sexual selection and the selection 
differential increase as the OSR becomes more male- biased for both 
deterministic and stochastic mating regardless of whether adult 
population size is small versus large (Figure 6a– d). However, the 
magnitude of the increase in the opportunity for sexual selection 
is greater when mating is stochastic versus deterministic (Figure 6c 
versus a and d versus b, open circles). As such, the variation in mating 
success that is due to chance increases as the OSR becomes more 
male- biased (Figure 6e– f). This occurs because there are relatively 
few females per trait- bearing males at more male- biased OSRs. As 
a result, some trait- bearing males remain unmated due to chance at 
highly male- biased OSRs. Additionally, chance creates greater vari-
ation in mating success when adult population size is small versus 
large (Figure 6e– f). In this case, adult population size influences the 
variation in mating success that is due to chance because a smaller 
proportion of males have the preferred trait and monopolize female 
mates (and hence, selection is greater) when population size is rela-
tively large relative to the case in which adult population size is small. 
In summary, when the OSR changes as the relative number of males 
and females in the mating pool changes and three males have the 
preferred trait, the effect of chance on mating success covaries with 
both OSR and adult population size.

When three males have the preferred trait, selection increases 
as the OSR becomes more male- biased (Figure 6c and d) and is on 
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average stronger when population size is large (Figure 6d, large 
population range in s = 0.25– 0.932) versus small (Figure 6c, small 
population range in s = 0.25– 0.864). The strength of sexual selec-
tion, and the expected evolutionary response to sexual selection, 
is therefore expected to be greater at more male- biased OSRs and 
when adult population size is relatively large (Table 3), as these are 
the conditions under which (a) a relatively small number of males 
monopolize female mates and (b) a relatively large number of males 
remain unmated.

When (a) the OSR changes as the relative number of males and 
females in the mating pool varies and (b) two males have the pre-
ferred trait, the opportunity for sexual selection and the selection 
differential increase as OSR increases at small and large adult pop-
ulation sizes when mating is deterministic (Figure 7a– b) and when 
mating is stochastic (Figure 7c– d). In this case, all variation in mating 
success is due to selection and no variation in mating success is due 
to chance at either small or large adult population sizes (Figure 7e– f). 
As in Scenario 1, this pattern occurs because the number of female 
mates is evenly divisible among the trait- bearing males in the pop-
ulation and relatively few males monopolize all female mates. If the 
number of female mates was not evenly divisible among the trait- 
bearing males (as in the case above in which three males have the 
preferred trait), chance variation in mating success would exist.

When two males have the preferred trait in this scenario, se-
lection increases as OSR increases for each population size level 
(Figure 7c and d) and is on average greater when population size is 
large (Figure 7d, large population range in s = 0.5– 0.955) versus small 
(Figure 7c, small population range in s = 0– 0.91). As in the case in 
which three males have the preferred trait, the strength of sexual 
selection, and the expected evolutionary response to sexual se-
lection, is thus expected to be greater at more male- biased OSRs 
and at relatively large population sizes (Table 3) because these are 
the conditions under which (a) a relatively small number of males 
monopolize female mates and (b) a relatively large number of males 
remain unmated.

4  | DISCUSSION

Here, we have illustrated that the importance of chance in determin-
ing mating success can, in some cases, covary with biological factors 
of interest such as OSR and adult population size. However, whether 
OSR and adult population size covary with chance to impact mating 
success will depend on (a) the number of trait- bearing males in the 
population and (b) male and female abundance in the mating pool 
(Table 2). When a small number of males have the preferred trait, 
mate monopolization is strong, and female mates can be equitably 
divided among trait- bearing males, all variation in mating success will 
be due to sexual selection regardless of OSR or adult population size 
(Table 2; Figures 4, 7c– f). In contrast, when half of all males have the 
preferred trait (i.e., when mate monopolization is not strong), chance 
variation in mating success increases as OSR increases (Table 2; 
Figures 2 and 5). A similar pattern is observed when a small number 

of males have the preferred trait and female mates cannot be eq-
uitably divided among trait- bearing males: In this case, some males 
remain unmated simply due to the fact that mate number must be an 
integer, and this creates chance variation in mating success, particu-
larly at more male- biased OSRs (Table 2; Figures 3 and 6). In these 
cases, chance contributes relatively more to the overall variation in 
mating success at greater OSRs because an increasing number of 
males remain unmated even if they have the preferred trait as the 
sex ratio becomes more male- biased.

In addition, in some cases, chance becomes increasingly more 
important at determining mating success at smaller population sizes. 
When a small, fixed number of males have the preferred trait and fe-
male mates cannot be equitably divided among trait- bearing males, 
chance contributes relatively more to variation in mating success 
when population size is small versus large (Table 2; Figures 3 and 6). 
This occurs because (a) due to chance, not all males with a preferred 
trait will receive the same number of mates when the number of 
females is not equally divisible among trait- bearing males; and (b) 
when a fixed number of males have the preferred trait, sexual selec-
tion is greater when the population size is relatively large since more 
males remain unmated (and hence, a relatively greater proportion of 
the variation in mating success is due to sexual selection rather than 
chance). In contrast, if a small number of males have the preferred 
trait and female mates can be equitably divided among trait- bearing 
males, all variation in mating success is due to sexual selection at 
both large and small population sizes (Figures 4 and 7). Similarly, if 
half of all males have the preferred trait, the relative contribution of 
chance versus sexual selection to variation in mating success is the 
same at small and large population sizes (Figures 2 and 5).

Fully understanding the operation of mate acquisition necessi-
tates an understanding of the relative contribution of chance versus 
sexual selection to variation in mating success. In general, our results 
suggest that, in some cases, chance can covary with OSR and/or 
adult population size to influence the relative amount of variation in 
mating success that is due sexual selection. Our finding that the rela-
tive effect of chance on mating success can, under some conditions, 
depend on OSR and adult population size expands upon previous 
work (Jennions et al., 2012) and is consistent with the expectation 
that chance will influence mating success even when sexual selec-
tion is operating (Hubbell & Johnson, 1987). Indeed, several previous 
studies have noted that chance can influence mating success and 
sexual selection acting on traits (Gowaty & Hubbell, 2009, 2013; 
Sutherland, 1985, 1987). Across the scenarios considered here, 
our results also suggest that the importance of chance in creating 
variation in mating success will depend heavily on (a) the number of 
trait- bearing males, (b) the number of adult males and females in the 
population, and (c) whether the number of female mates is evenly 
divisible among trait- bearing males. This is a biologically relevant 
finding, as male and female mate numbers, as well as the number of 
individuals with a preferred trait, are expected to vary through space 
and time within populations. It seems likely that, in many cases, 
female mate numbers will not be equitably divisible among males 
with a preferred trait in nature. Importantly, even if other sources 
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of chance create variation in mating dynamics (discussed further 
below), the fact that mate numbers must be an integer is expected 
to create some baseline chance variation in mating success in many 
populations.

In addition, understanding that chance can, under some con-
ditions, become increasingly more important in determining mat-
ing success and reduce the strength of sexual selection relative 
to its maximum potential at greater OSRs or smaller adult popu-
lation size levels alters our expectations of when sexual selection 
is expected to be strong versus weak. For example, classic sex-
ual selection theory predicts that the strength of sexual selection 
will increase as OSR increases (Emlen & Oring, 1977). However, 

the findings of the present study and of previous work (Jennions 
et al., 2012) suggest that the strength of sexual selection should 
not always be expected to increase as OSR increases. In particu-
lar, when variation in female abundance leads to variation in OSR, 
our findings suggest that more male- biased OSRs will not lead to 
stronger sexual selection (Table 3). When variation in the relative 
abundance of males and females leads to variation in OSR, more 
male- biased OSRs are only expected to lead to stronger sexual 
selection when a small number of males have the preferred trait 
(Table 3). Further, our findings suggest that the strength of sexual 
selection can be sensitive to adult population size in some cases. 
When a relatively small, fixed number of males have the preferred 

TA B L E  2   A summary of the effect of OSR, adult population size, and chance on mating success. Modeling scenarios are as described in 
the text

Scenarios
Does OSR covary with chance to influence 
mating success?

Does adult population size covary with chance 
to influence mating success?

Scenario 1: Variation in female abundance 
leads to variation in OSR and (i) ½ of all males, 
(ii) 3 males, or (iii) 2 males have the preferred 
trait

(i) Yes, variation in mating success due 
to chance increases as OSR increases 
(Figure 2c– f)

(i) No, variation in mating success due to chance 
is the same when adult population size is small 
versus large (Figure 2e versus f)

(ii) Yes, variation in mating success due 
to chance increases as OSR increases 
(Figure 3c– f)

(ii) Yes, variation in mating success due to 
chance is greater when adult population size is 
small versus large (Figure 3e versus f)

(iii) No, across OSRs, variation in mating 
success is caused only by selection 
(Figure 4c– f)

(iii) No, across adult population size levels, 
variation in mating success is caused only by 
selection (Figure 4e versus f)

Scenario 2: Variation in the relative abundance 
of males and females leads to variation in 
OSR and (i) ½ of all males, (ii) 3 males, or (iii) 2 
males have the preferred trait

(i) Yes, variation in mating success due 
to chance increases as OSR increases 
(Figure 5c– f)

(i) No, variation in mating success due to chance 
is the same when adult population size is small 
versus large (Figure 5e versus f)

(ii) Yes, variation in mating success due 
to chance increases as OSR increases 
(Figure 6c– f)

(ii) Yes, variation in mating success due to 
chance is greater when adult population size is 
small versus large (Figure 6e versus f)

(iii) No, across OSRs, variation in mating 
success is caused only by selection 
(Figure 7c– f)

(iii) No, across adult population size levels, 
variation in mating success is caused only by 
selection (Figure 7e versus f)

TA B L E  3   A summary of the effect of the operational sex ratio (OSR) and adult population size on the strength of sexual selection. 
Modeling scenarios are as described in the text

Scenarios
Does OSR affect the strength of 
sexual selection?

Does adult population size affect the strength of 
sexual selection?

Scenario 1: Variation in female abundance leads 
to variation in OSR and (i) ½ of all males, (ii) 3 
males, or (iii) 2 males have the preferred trait

(i) No, the selection differential is 
invariant across OSRs (Figure 2c– d)

(i) No, the selection differential is the same at 
small and large population sizes (Figure 2c– d)

(ii) No, the selection differential is 
invariant across OSRs (Figure 3c– d)

(ii) Yes, the selection differential is greater when 
population size is large versus small (Figure 3c– d)

(iii) No, the selection differential is 
invariant across OSRs (Figure 4c– d)

(iii) Yes, the selection differential is greater when 
population size is large versus small (Figure 4c– d)

Scenario 2: Variation in the relative abundance 
of males and females leads to variation in OSR 
and (i) ½ of all males, (ii) 3 males, or (iii) 2 males 
have the preferred trait

(i) No, the selection differential is 
invariant across OSRs (Figure 5c– d)

(i) No, the selection differential is the same at 
small and large population sizes (Figure 5c– d)

(ii) Yes, on average, the selection 
differential increases as OSR 
increases (Figure 6c– d)

(ii) Yes, on average, the selection differential is 
greater at large versus small population sizes 
(Figure 6c– d)

(iii) Yes, on average, the selection 
differential increases as OSR 
increases (Figure 7c– d)

(iii) Yes, on average, the selection differential is 
greater at large versus small population sizes 
(Figure 7c– d)
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trait, sexual selection tends to be stronger at relatively large pop-
ulation sizes (Table 3).

Importantly, in the present study, we have considered only one 
basic source of chance variation in mating success: the variation that 
arises due to the fact that mate number must be an integer. Chance 
variation in mating success is likely additionally due to a range of other 
factors, including imprecise mate sampling and assessment. In the fu-
ture, it will be important to explore how other sources of stochasticity 
contribute to variation in mating success across OSRs and population 
sizes. In particular, understanding the additive and relative contribution 
of (a) mate number being constrained to an integer and (b) imprecise 
mate sampling and assessment to stochastic variation in mating success 
will be key for determining if and when chance is likely to have sub-
stantial effects on mating dynamics. In addition, it will also be interest-
ing to empirically explore how the effect of chance on mating success 
changes across OSRs and densities and through time. For example, an 
empirical study could examine the relationship between variation in 
mating success and the strength of sexual selection on a trait across 
OSRs and adult population sizes to determine whether the data are 
consistent with the prediction that chance will become more important 
in determining mating success at highly male- biased OSRs and smaller 
population sizes. More generally, in the future, fully understanding the 
operation of sexual selection and mating systems will require that we 
determine the relative contribution of sexual selection, natural selec-
tion, and chance to variation in mating and reproductive success.
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